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DVD VHS
ACQUISITIONS
RECORD # CALL # LOC TITLE IMPRINT ODATE RDATE UNE PO# Invoice Date Invoice No. Amount Paid
o1207064
PN 1997 C58985 
1999 dvd  
A Civil action [videorecording] / Touchstone Pictures and Paramount 
Pictures present a Wildwood Enterprises/Scott Rudin production.
Burbank, CA. : Touchtone pictures, 
Touchtone Home Video, 1999. 01/24/08 02/01/08 LIB-74020 01/22/08 AMAZON-3222658 $12.49
o1217513
QL 737.C4 L5443 
2005 dvd  
A Life among whales [videorecording] / written, produced and directed by 
Bill Haney   co-produced by Eric Grunebaum   Uncommon Productions, 
LLC. Oley, PA : Bullfrog Films, [2005] 04/30/08 05/16/08 LIB-74020 05/05/08 BULLFROG-49121 $232.00
o1215759
PN 1997 A21667 
2006 dvd  
A nos amours [videorecording]= to our loves / Les films du Livradois - 
Gaumont - FR3 prÃ©sentent   scÃ©nario, dialogue, Arlette Langmann, 
Maurice Pialat   un film de Maurice Pialat.
[Irvington, N.Y.] : Criterion 
Collection, c2006. 04/23/08 05/21/08 LIB-2054 04/28/08 B&T-S25309850 $28.96
o1217379
F 912.T85 A4375 
2004 dvd  Alaska, silence & solitude [videorecording].
[Fort Collins, CO] : Bob Swerer 
Productions, c2004. 04/30/08 05/01/08 LIB-74020 04/30/08 NHF-003269 $25.92
o1216673
PN 1997 A44936 
2007 dvd  
Alexander revisited [videorecording] : the final cut / Warner Bros. Pictures 
and Intermedia Films present a Moritz Borman production in association 
with IMF, an Oliver Stone film   produced by Thomas SchÃ¼hly ... [et al.]   
written by Oliver Stone and Christopher Kyle and Laeta Kalogridis   
directed by Oliver Stone.
Burbank, CA : Warner Home Video, 
2007. 04/25/08 05/01/08 LIB-2054 04/28/08 B&T-S25309850 $23.19
o1200355
DS 79.76 A4584 
2007 dvd  
Alive day memories [videorecording] : home from Iraq / Attaboy Films   
HBO Documentary Films   produced by Ellen Goosenburg Kent   directed 
by Jon Alpert, Ellen Goosenburg Kent   produced and photographed by 
Jon Alpert, Matthew O'Neill. [United States] : HBO Video, c2007. 09/14/07 10/30/07 LIB-74020 09/14/00 AMAZON-2390544 $18.69
o1217380
F 912.T85 A4664 
2003 dvd  Alone in the wilderness [videorecording].
Fort Collins, Colo. : Bob Swerer 
Productions, c2003. 04/30/08 05/01/08 LIB-74020 04/30/08 NHF-003269 $25.93
o121584x
PN 1997 A53877 
1998 dvd  
Andrei Rublev [videorecording] : the passion according to Andrei = 
AndreÄ- Rublï¸ iï¸¡ov  : strasti po Andreï¸ iï¸¡u / produced by  Mosfilm  
Studio   direction, Andrei Tarkovsky   scenario, Andrei Mikhalkov-
Konchalovsky and Andrei Tarkovsky   producer, T. Ogoroknikova. [S.l.] : Criterion Collection, c1998. 04/23/08 05/01/08 LIB-2054 04/28/08 B&T-S25309850 $28.96
o1216685
PN 1997 A5563 
2003 dvd  
Animal house [videorecording] / Universal Pictures   produced by Matty 
Simmons & Ivan Reitman   written by Harold Ramis, Douglas Kenney & 
Chris Miller   directed by John Landis.
Universal City, CA : Universal, 2003, 
c1978. 04/25/08 05/01/08 LIB-2054 04/28/08 B&T-S25309850 $9.41
o1215723
NA 1313.G3 
A5866 2008 dvd  
Antonio GaudÃ- [videorecording] / Toho Co., Ltd.   Sogetsu Foundation   
producer, Noriko Nomura   director, producer and editor, Hiroshi 
Teshigahara.
[Irvington, N.Y.] : Criterion 
Collection, [2008] 04/23/08 05/01/08 LIB-2054 04/28/08 B&T-S25309850 $28.96
o1202893
PN 1997 A66335 
2006 dvd  
Apocalypse now, the complete dossier [videorecording] / directed and 
produced by Francis Ford Coppola   written by John Milius and Francis 
Ford Coppola.
Hollywood, Calif. : Paramount Home 
Entertainment, 2006. 10/18/07 10/30/07 LIB-74020 10/18/07 AMAZON-1520223 $11.99
o1212485
PN 1997 A76344 
1998 dvd  
Armageddon [videorecording] / Touchstone Pictures presents a Jerry 
Bruckheimer production in association with Valhalla Motion Pictures.
Burbank, Calif. : Touchstone Home 
Video : Distributed by Buena Vista 
Home Video, 1998. 03/21/08 03/31/08 LIB-74020 03/24/08 B&T-S22070800 $10.87
o1215826 PN dvd  Army of shadows [dvd] France, 2007 04/23/08 05/05/08 LIB-2054 04/29/08 B&T-S25309840 $28.96
o1216697
PN 1997 A8296 
2007 dvd  
As you like it [videorecording] / HBO Films presents in association with 
BBC Films, a Shakespeare Film Company production   produced by 
Kenneth Branagh, Judy Hofflund, Simon Moseley   adapted for the screen 
and directed by Kenneth Branagh.
[New York] : HBO Video   Burbank, 
CA : Distributed by Warner Home 
Video, [2007] 04/25/08 05/05/08 LIB-2054 04/29/08 B&T-S25309840 $19.56
o1203150
WM 203.5 A93984 
2005 dvd  
Autism [videorecording] : the unfolding mystery / [produced by Montefiore 
Medical Center in association with Thirteen/WNET New York]   Rich 
Sabreen Enterprises   directed by Dan Glovach.
Sherborn, MA : Aquarius Health 
Care Videos, [2005] 10/25/07 11/05/07 LIB-74020 10/25/07 PDA-6423 $155.69
o1200343
DS 79.76 B3443 
2006 dvd  
Baghdad ER [videorecording] / directed by Jon Alpert and Matthew O'Neill   
produced by Joseph Feury, Jon Alpert, and Matthew O'Neill.
[New York] : Home Box Office, 
2006. 09/14/07 09/19/07 LIB-74020 09/14/07 AMAZON-2390544 $17.99
o1216703
QA 93 B3753 
2006 dvd  Basic math : fractions, decimals, percents [videorecording].
Roslyn Heights, N.Y. : Video Aided 
Instruction, c2006. 04/25/08 05/13/08 LIB-2054 05/07/08 B&T-S26265990 $159.95
o1212503
ML 421.B39 
B4378 2000 dvd  Beastie Boys video anthology [videorecording] / Capitol Records, Inc. [S.l.] : Criterion Collection, c2000. 03/21/08 03/31/08 LIB-74020 03/24/08 B&T-S22070800 $21.74
o1215796
PN 1997 B4755 
2007 dvd  
Berlin Alexanderplatz [videorecording]: einen film in 13 teilen und einem 
epilog / Bavaria Film, Rainer Werner Fassbinder Foundation 
prÃ¤sentieren   eine co-produktion der Bavaria Atelier GMBH mit dem 
italienischen fernsehen RAI   im Auftrag des WDR   ein film von Rainer 
Werner Fassbinder   produzent, Peter MÃ¤rthesheimer.
[Irvington, NY] : Criterion Collection, 
c2007. 04/23/08 05/01/08 LIB-2054 04/28/08 B&T-S25309850 $90.59
o1200641
TD 195.P52 
B5848 2002 dvd  
Blue vinyl [videorecording] / a film by Judith Helfand & Daniel B. Gold   
produced by Toxic Comedy Pictures. Oley, PA : Bullfrog Films, c2002. 09/26/07 10/01/06 LIB-74020 09/25/07 BULLFROG-21765 $272.50
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o1217951
HQ 77.95.U6 
B6953 2006 dvd  
Boy I am [videorecording] : a documentary / a film by Sam Feder and 
Julie Hollar.
New York : Women Make Movies, 
[2007] 05/06/08 05/16/08 LIB-74020 05/06/08 WMM-A8-4907 $99.00
o1215668
PN 1997 B73955 
2006 dvd  
Brazil [videorecording] / Arnon Milchan presents a Terry Gilliam film   a 
Universal release   produced by Arnon Milchan   screenplay by Terry 
Gilliam, Tom Stoppard, Charles McKeown   directed by Terry Gilliam.
Irvington, NY : Criterion Collection   
Universal City, CA : Universal Home 
Video, distributor, 2006. 04/23/08 05/05/08 LIB-2054 04/29/08 B&T-S25309840 $43.46
o1215760 PN dvd  Burden of dreams [dvd] BTE, 2005 04/23/08 05/05/08 LIB-2054 04/29/08 B&T-S25309840 $28.96
o1212515
PN 1997 C4375 
2000 dvd  
Chasing Amy [videorecording] / a View Askew production   produced by 
Scott Mosier   written and directed by Kevin Smith.
Burbank, CA : Buena Vista Home 
Entertainment, 2000. 03/21/08 03/31/08 LIB-74020 03/24/08 B&T-S22070800 $14.49
o1203162
WM 203.5 C53626 
2004 dvd  
Children and autism [videorecording] : time is brain / producer/director, 
Marie Hornbein   producer/writer, Patty Satalia   Penn State Public 
Broadcasting.
University Park, PA : Penn State 
Media Sales   Cicero, New York : 
Program Development Associates, 
2004. 10/25/07 11/05/07 LIB-74020 10/25/07 PDA-6423 $103.77
o1200331
DS 779.2 C45624 
2006 dvd  
China from the inside [videorecording] / PBS   a KQED Public Television 
and Granada Production in association with Kostyk communications   
writer, producer, director, Jonathan Lewis.
[Arlington, VA] : PBS Home Video, 
c2006. 09/14/07 09/26/07 LIB-74020 09/14/07 AMAZON-2390544 $26.99
o1212527
PN 1997 C5943 
2006 dvd  
Clean, shaven [videorecording] / DSM III Films presents   produced, 
written & directed by Lodge H. Kerrigan.
[Irvington, N.Y.] : Criterion 
Collection, c2006. 03/21/08 03/31/08 LIB-74020 03/24/08 B&T-S22070800 $21.71
o1215784
PN 1997 C6863 
2001 dvd  
Coup de torchon [videorecording] = Clean slate / Janus Films   Studio 
Canal   Adolphe Viezzi et Henri Lassa prÃ©sentent un film de Bertrand 
Tavernier   Ã©crit par Jean Aurenche et Bertrand Tavernier   une 
coproduction Les films de la tour, Film A2, Little Bear   producteur 
dÃ©lÃ©guÃ© Adolphe Viezzi   mise en scÃ¨ne Bertrand Tavernier.
[Irvington, NY?] : Criterion 
Collection, c2001. 04/23/08 05/13/08 LIB-2054 05/07/08 B&T-S26265990 $21.71
o1217306
SD 538.2.M2 
C8836 2006 dvd  Cut and run / a film by Richard Searls.
Bucksport, ME : Northeast Historic 
Film, [2006?] 04/29/08 05/01/08 LIB-74020 04/30/08 NHF-003269 $15.54
o1212539
PN 1997 D3943 
2006 dvd  
Dazed and confused [videorecording] / Gramercy Pictures presents an 
Alphaville production in association with Detour Filmproduction   
produced by James Jacks, Sean Daniel, Richard Linklater   written and 
directed by Richard Linklater.
Irvington, NY : Criterion Collection, 
2006. 03/21/08 03/31/08 LIB-74020 03/24/08 B&T-S22070800 $28.96
o1203174
WM 171 D42436 
2004 dvd  
Depression and manic depression [videorecording] / producer, Dartmouth-
Hitchcock Medical Center.
Princeton, NJ : Films for the 
Humanities & Sciences, 2004. 10/25/07 11/05/07 LIB-74020 10/25/07 PDA-6423 $134.92
o121245x
QE 861.4 
D566734 2003 dvd  
Dinosaur hunters [videorecording] / producer, Lisa Truitt   writer, Kage 
Kleiner   animation, 4:2:2 Videographics   a production of National 
Geographic Television & Film.
[Washington, D.C.] : National 
Geographic   [Burbank, CA] : 
Distributed in the U.S.A. and 
Canada by Warner Home Video, 
2003. 03/19/08 03/31/08 LIB-74020 03/19/08 AMAZON-6005823 $29.98
o1217252
F 25 E27554 
1999a dvd  
Earliest Maine films [videorecording] : trout fishing, logging, canoeing, 
potato farming / American Mutoscope & Biograph Company.
Bucksport, ME : Northeast Historic 
Film, c1999. 04/29/08 05/01/08 LIB-74020 04/30/08 NHF-003269 $15.54
o1217975
HQ  1735.6 E5465 
2006 dvd  
Enemies of happiness [videorecording] / a film by Eva Mulvad   produced 
by Bastard Film   distribution, the Danish Film Institute.
New York : Women Make Movies, 
2006. 05/06/08 05/16/08 LIB-74020 05/06/08 WMM-A84910 $111.06
o1216715
PN 1997 E68555 
2003 dvd  
Equilibrium [videorecording] / Dimension Films presents   written & 
directed by Kurt Wimmer   produced by Jan De Bont, Lucas Foster   a 
Blue Tulip production.
[United States] : Dimension Home 
Video   Burbank, Calif. : Distributed 
by Buena Vista Home 
Entertainment, [2003], c2002. 04/25/08 05/01/08 LIB-2054 04/28/08 B&T-S25309850 $10.87
o1212540
PN 1997 F38245 
2004 dvd  
Fat girl [videorecording] = Ã€ ma soeur! / Ã©crit et rÃ©alisÃ© par 
Catherine Breillat   produit par Jean-FranÃ§ois Lepetit   une production 
Flach Film, CB Films   une coproduction Arte France CinÃ©ma, 
Immagine & CinÃ©ma, Urania Pictures.
[Irvington, N.Y.] : Criterion 
Collection, c2004. 03/21/08 03/31/08 LIB-74020 03/24/08 B&T-S22070800 $21.71
o1212552
PN 1997 F4373 
2003 dvd  
Fear and loathing in Las Vegas [videorecording] / Universal Pictures   a 
film by Terry Gilliam.
[Irvington, NY] : Criterion Collection, 
p2003, 1998. 03/21/08 03/31/08 LIB-74020 03/24/08 B&T-S22070800 $28.96
o1212564
PN 1997 F5745 
1999 dvd  
Fishing with John [videorecording] / with John Lurie   written and directed 
by John Lurie   producers, Taku Nishimae, Ruth Lounsbury, Deborah 
Brown   Lagarto Productions.
[Irvington, N.Y.] : Criterion 
Collection, 1999. 03/21/08 04/02/08 LIB-2054 03/24/08 B&T-S2207090 $21.71
o1212576
TL 789.8.U6 
F67355 1999 dvd  
For all mankind [videorecording] / an Apollo Associates/FAM Productions 
Inc. production   produced and directed by Al Reinert   producer, Betsy 
Broyles Breier   co-producer, David Leitner   executive producers, Fred 
Miller, Ben Young Mason.
[Irvington, N.Y.?] : Criterion 
Collection, c1999. 03/21/08 04/02/08 LIB-2054 03/27/08 B&T-822521000 $28.96
o1211729
DS 79.76 G46787 
2007 dvd  
Ghosts of Abu Ghraib [videorecording] / HBO Documentary Films 
presents a Moxie Firecracker production   director/producer, Rory 
Kennedy   producer, Liz Garbus   writer/producer, Jack Youngelson   
produced in association with the Fledgling Fund. [United States] : HBO Video, c2007. 03/12/08 03/25/08 LIB-74020 03/12/08 AMAZON-4337002 $19.99
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o1199031
DT 450.435 
G4678 2004 dvd  
Ghosts of Rwanda [videorecording] / a Frontline co-production with the 
BBC and Silverbridge Productions   writter, producer, and director, Greg 
Barker.
[United States] : PBS Home Video : 
distributed by Paramount Home 
Entertainment, 2004. 08/14/07 08/23/07 LIB-74020 08/23/07 AMAZON-1844158 $18.99
o1200458
QC 981.8.G56 
G56332 2005 dvd  
Global warming [videorecording]  : the signs and the science / [written by 
Michael Taylor and David Kennard  a production of Stonehaven 
Production Services and South Carolina ETV   produced by David 
Kennard   directed by Michael Taylor.]
[Alexandria, VA] : Distributed by 
PBS Home Video, 2005. 09/19/07 10/01/07 LIB-74020 09/18/07 AMAZON-0489764 $24.99
o1200446
QC 981.8.G56 
G56323 2001 dvd  
Global warming and the greenhouse effect [videorecording] / produced 
and edited by Shannon McWhirter.
Huntsville, TX : Educational Video 
Network, Inc., c2001. 09/19/07 10/01/07 LIB-74020 09/18/07 AMAZON-0489764 $59.95
o1216739
PN 1997 I17636 
2005 dvd  
I, robot [videorecording] / Twentieth Century Fox presents a Davis 
Entertainment Company, Laurence Mark, Overbrook Films production 
and Alex Proyas film   directed by Alex Proyas   screenplay by Jeff Vintar 
and Akiva Goldsman   produced by Laurence Mark ... [et al.].
Beverly Hills, Calif. : Twentieth 
Century Fox Home Entertainment, 
2005. 04/25/08 05/01/08 LIB-2054 04/28/08 B&T-S25309850 $14.49
o1216740
PN 1997 I68689 
2008 dvd  
Into the wild [videorecording] / Paramount Vantage and River Road 
Entertainment present a Square One C.I.H./Linson Film production   
produced by Art Linson, Sean Penn, William Pohlad   screenplay and 
directed by Sean Penn.
Hollywood, Calif. : Paramount Home 
Entertainment, 2008. 04/25/08 05/01/08 LIB-2054 04/28/08 B&T-S25309850 $21.74
o1200318
DS 79.769 I73756 
2007 dvd  
Iraq in fragments [videorecording] / Typecast Pictures presents a Daylight 
Factory production   director, James Longley   producers, John Sinno, 
James Longley.
[Seattle, Wash.] : Typecast 
Releasing, c2007. 09/14/07 09/26/07 LIB-74020 09/14/07 AMAZON-2390544 $26.99
o1193612
N 6260 I85363 
2006 dvd  Islamic art at the V&A [videorecording] : an introduction to Islamic art.
England : Illuminations in 
association with the V&A  Princeton, 
N.J. :  distributed by Films for the 
Humanities & Sciences, c2006. 03/30/07 06/14/07 LIB-74020 06/12/07 FFH-1205838 $159.95
o121746x
LC 192.6 I87454 
2007 dvd  
It's elementary [videorecording] : talking about gay issues in school   
includes new retrospective documentary It's still elementary / New Day 
Films   a production of GroundSpark.
San Franciscp. CA : Respect for All 
Project, c2007. 04/30/08 05/13/08 LIB-74020 05/06/08 NDF-A7-4922 $175.00
o1217288 E dvd  Joshua Chamberlain and the 20th Maine [dvd] NHF, 04/29/08 05/01/08 LIB-74020 04/30/08 NHF-003269 $20.74
o1185688 GE 140 J6876 dvd  
Journey to planet Earth [videorecording] / a production of Screenscope 
Inc. in association with South Carolina Educational Television.
[Washington, D.C.] : Screenscope, 
c1999-2005. 11/03/06 11/10/07 LIB-1178 11/10/06 SCREENSCOPE-3091 $1,024.00
o1215802
PN 1997 J8355 
2003 dvd  
Jubilee [videorecording] / Janus Films   Megalovision presents   directed 
by Derek Jarman   produced by Howard Malin and James Whaley. [S.l.] : Criterion Collection, c2003. 04/23/08 05/01/08 LIB-2054 04/28/08 B&T-S25309850 $28.96
o1212606
PN 1997 K5356 
2006 dvd  
Kicking and screaming [videorecording] / a Joel 
Castleberg/Sandollar/Trimark Pictures production   produced by Joel 
Castleberg   story by Noah Baumbach, Oliver Berkman   written and 
directed by Noah Baumbach.
Irvington, NY : Criterion Collection   
Chatsworth, CA : Distributed by 
Image Entertainment, 2006. 03/21/08 04/04/08 LIB-2054 03/31/08 B&T-S22689820 $21.71
o1216120
SB 191.M2 K5643 
2008 dvd  
King corn [videorecording] : you are what you eat / Balcony Releasing 
presents a Mosaic Films production, a film by Aaron Woolf   a co-
production of Mosaic Films Incorporated and the Independent Television 
Service (ITVS) with funding provided by The Corporation for Public 
Broadcasting   co-produced by Ian Cheney, Curt Ellis   produced and 
directed by Aaron Woolf.
[New York, NY] : Docurama Films : 
Distributed by New Video, 2008. 04/23/08 04/28/08 LIB-74020 04/28/08 AMAZON-8757863 $22.97
o1194343
PN 1997 C665466 
2006 dvd  
La Commune [videorecording] : [Paris 1871] / 13 Production, Arte France, 
MusÃ©e d'Orsay & Institut National de l'Audiovisuel with support from 
MinistÃ¨re des Affaires EtrangÃ¨ers, Conseil GÃ©nÃ©ral de Senne St. 
Denis, Sofica Cofimage, Procrep, Centre National de la 
CinÃ©matographie, a First Run/Icarus Films release   a film by Peter 
Watkins   [director, Peter Watkins].
New York : First Run Features, 
[2006] 04/09/07 05/31/07 LIB-74020 04/09/07 AMAZON-4680002 $35.99
o121262x
PN 1997 H2564 
2007 dvd  
La haine [videorecording] = Hate / Les Productions Lazennec 
prÃ©sentent   en coproduction avec Le Studio Canal+, La Sept 
CinÃ©ma, Kasso inc Productions   rÃ©alisateur, Mathieu Kassovitz   
producteur, Christophe Rossignon.
[Irvington, N.Y.] : Criterion 
Collection, c2007. 03/21/08 03/31/08 LIB-74020 03/24/08 B&T-S22070800 $28.96
o1199730
HV 6250.4.H66 
L3736 2004 dvd  
Laramie inside out [videorecording] / producer/director, Beverly 
Seckinger.
[Harriman, N.Y.] : New Day Films, 
c2004. 08/31/07 09/21/07 LIB-74020 09/13/07 NDF-A7_0470 $234.00
o1216776 QA 93 L5443 2006 dvd  
Life by the numbers [videorecording] / producer and writer, Joseph 
Seamans (#1, #2, #5)   producer and writer, David Elisco (#3, #6)   
producer, Mary Rawson (#4)   writer, David Elisco (#4)   producer and 
writer, GIna Catanzarite (#7)   production animation by Home Run 
Pictures   [produced by WQED].
Thousand Oaks, Calif. : Monterey 
Video : Distributed by Monterey 
Media, Inc. 2006. 04/25/08 05/01/08 LIB-2054 04/28/08 B&T-S25309850 $72.46
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o1217410
BF 697.5.B63 
M3346 2007 dvd  
Made over in America [videorecording] / Waystone Productions presents   
a Wegenstein Rhodes film   produced and directed by Bernadette 
Wegenstein and Geoffrey Alan Rhodes.
Brooklyn, NY : First Run/Icarus 
Films, c2007. 04/30/08 05/06/08 LIB-74020 04/30/08 ICARUS-A8-2066 $354.00
o1215656
PN 1997 M35366 
2007 dvd  
Mala noche [videorecording] = Bad night / Janus films    Meno film co.   
from the story by Walt Curtis   directed by Gus Van Sant.
[United States] : The Criterion 
Collection, 2007. 04/23/08 05/01/08 LIB-2054 04/28/08 B&T-S25309850 $21.71
o1212631
PN 1997 M36358 
2002 dvd  
Man bites dog [videorecording] = C'est arrivÃ© prÃ¨s de chez vous / Les 
Artistes anonymes prÃ©sentent un film de RÃ©my Belvaux, AndrÃ© 
Bonzel, BenoÃ®t Poelvoorde.
Irvington, NY : Criterion Collection, 
c2002. 03/21/08 04/30/08 LIB-74020 04/22/08 B&T-H2265380 $21.71
o121679x
PN 1997 M3674 
2005 dvd  
Manderlay [videorecording] / a Lars Von Trier film   writer, Lars Von Trier   
director, Lars Von Trier.
[United States] : IFC Films   Solana 
Beach, CA : Distributed by Genius 
Products, 2005. 04/25/08 05/01/08 LIB-2054 04/28/08 B&T-S25309850 $14.46
o1207076
QL 696.S473 
M3734 2005 dvd  
March of the penguins [videorecording] / Warner Independent Pictures 
and National Geographic Feature Films presents a Bonne Pioche 
production in association with Wild Bunch  produced by Yves Darondeau, 
Christophe Lioud, Emmanuel Priou   story by Luc Jacquet   narration 
writer, Jordan Roberts   directed by Luc Jacquet.
Burbank, CA : Warner Home Video, 
c2005. 01/24/08 02/01/08 LIB-74020 01/22/08 AMAZON-3222658 $14.99
o1217318
LB 1589 M37544 
2007 dvd  
Mathline elementary school math project [videorecording] / Produced by 
Jill Peters for Thirteen/WNET.
[New York, N.Y.] : Thirteen/WNET, 
2007, c1997. 04/29/08 05/13/08 LIB-74020 04/29/08 PBS-8536898243 $417.00
o1212461
GB 655 M47734 
2004 dvd  
Messages from water [videorecording] : water crystals in motion / 
produced by  Messages from Water  Video Production Committee.
Nashville, TN : Source Books, Inc., 
[2004] 03/19/08 03/31/08 LIB-74020 03/19/08 AMAZAON-2705856 $19.95
o1212643
PN 1997 M4876 
2006 dvd  
Metropolitan [videorecording] / Westerly Films in association with 
Allagash Films   cinematography by John Thomas   written, produced and 
directed by Whit Stillman.
[Irvington, N.Y.] : Criterion 
Collection, c2006. 03/21/08 04/02/08 LIB-2054 03/24/08 B&T-S2207090 $28.96
o1199675
PN 1997 M578536 
2007 dvd  
Miss Potter [videorecording] / the Weinstein Company and Phoenix 
Pictures present ... in association with Isle of Man Film and the UK Film 
Council   produced by David Kirschner ... [et al.]   written by Richard 
Maltby, Jr.   directed by Chris Noonan.
Santa Monica, CA : Genius 
Products, [2007] 08/29/07 10/05/07 LIB-74020 08/29/07 AMAZON-4622840 $19.99
o1215620
ML 38.M668 
M6684 2006 dvd  
Monterey pop [videorecording] / A Leacock Pennebaker release   The 
Foundation, a non-profit organization   The Foundation presents John 
Phillips, Lou Adler Production by D.A. Pennebaker.
[Santa Monica, Calif.] : Criterion, 
c2006. 04/23/08 05/01/08 LIB-2054 04/28/08 B&T-S25309850 $21.71
o1217987
HV 6433.S72 
M9338 2008 dvd  
My daughter the terrorist [videorecording] / Snitt Film Production presents   
a Morton Daae production   a Beate Arnestad film   written and directed 
by Beate Arnestad   produced and co-directed by Morten Daae   co-
produced by Beate Arnestad.
New York, NY : Women Make 
Movies, [2008] 05/06/08 05/16/08 LIB-74020 05/06/08 WMM-A8-4905 $299.80
o1212655
PN 1997 N3543 
2005 dvd  
Naked [videorecording] / Fine Line Features   Film Four International with 
the participation of British Screen presents a Thin Man production   a film 
by Mike Leigh   produced by Simon Channing-Williams   written and 
directed by Mike Leigh.
[United States] : Criterion Collection, 
c2005. 03/21/08 03/31/08 LIB-74020 03/24/08 B&T-S22070800 $28.96
o1212667
PN 1997 N35435 
2003 dvd  
Naked lunch [videorecording] / 20th Century Fox   Jeremy Thomas 
presents a film by David Cronenberg   produced by Jeremy Thomas   
written and directed by David Cronenberg.
[Irvington, N.Y.] : Criterion 
Collection, 2003. 03/21/08 03/31/08 LIB-74020 03/24/08 B&T-S22070800 $28.96
o121682x
PN 1997 N3665 
2006 dvd  
Napoleon dynamite [videorecording] / Fox Searchlight Pictures and 
Paramount Pictures present in association with MTV Films.
Beverly Hills, Calif. : 20th Century 
Fox Home Entertainment, c2006. 04/28/08 05/01/08 LIB-2054 04/28/08 B&T-S25309850 $19.56
o1200653
PN 4735 N4978 
2007 dvd  
News war [videorecording] / [produced by] WGBH Boston   executive 
producer David Fanning.
[Boston, MA] : WGBH Educational 
Foundation   Alexandria, VA : 
Distributed by PBS Home Video, 
c2007. 09/14/07 09/26/07 LIB-74020 09/14/07 AMAZON-2390544 $31.99
o1217471
GC 21 O33267 
2006 dvd  
Oceans and seas [videorecording] / Cambridge Educational   produced, 
directed and edited by Charlotte Angel & Kyle Boyd.
Lawrenceville, N.J. : Cambridge 
Educational, c2006. 04/30/08 05/07/08 LIB-74020 04/30/08 FMG-588011 $96.24
o1216831 PN dvd  Once upon a time in America [dvd] Warner, 2003 04/28/08 05/07/08 LIB-2054 04/30/08 B&T-H32764760 $19.57
o120046x
QH 75 P53644 
2007 dvd  
Planet Earth : the complete series [videorecording] / British Broadcasting 
Corporation   2 entertain.
[S.l.] : BBC Video   Burbank, CA : 
Distributed in the USA and Canada 
by Warner Home Video, c2007. 09/18/07 10/01/07 LIB-74020 09/18/07 AMAZON-0489764 $53.99
o1211584
GE 149 P5364 
2008 dvd  
Planet in peril [videorecording] / Red Envelope Entertainment   Cable 
News Network.
Burbank, CA : Warner Home Video, 
[2008] 03/12/08 04/18/08 LIB-74020 03/12/08 AMAZON-7529860 $14.67
o1217495 GC dvd  Plundering the oceans [dvd] FFH, 2005 04/30/08 05/07/08 LIB-74020 04/30/08 FMG-588011 $96.24
o1212916
WG 205 P96444 
2007 dvd  
Professional rescuer CPR [videorecording] / American Academy of 
Orthopaedic Surgeons   American College of Emergency Physicians.
Sudbury, Mass. : Jones and Bartlett 
Publishers, c2007. 03/25/08 04/11/08 LIB-2049 04/09/09 RH-3404193 $61.58
o1217501 GC dvd  Protecting the oceans [dvd] FFH, 2005 04/30/08 05/07/08 LIB-74020 04/30/08 FMG-588011 $96.25
 2007-2008
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o1212679
PN 1997 R38338 
2002 dvd  
Ratcatcher [videorecording] / Janus Films   [presented by] PathÃ© 
Pictures and BBC Films   a Holy Cow Films production   Merchant Ivory 
Productions   written and directed by Lynne Ramsay   produced by Gavin 
Emerson.
[S.l.] : Criterion Collection : Home 
Vision Entertainment, p2002. 03/21/08 03/31/08 LIB-74020 03/24/08 B&T-S22070800 $21.71
o1212709
PN 1997 R8746 
1998 dvd  
Rushmore [videorecording] / Touchstone pictures presents an American 
Empirical Pictures production   directed by Wes Anderson   written by 
Wes Anderson and Owel Wilson   produced by Barry Mendel and Paul 
Schiff.
Burbank, CA : Touchstone Home 
Video, [1998] 03/21/08 03/31/08 LIB-74020 03/24/08 B&T-S22070800 $10.87
o1216843
PN 1997 S2537 
2005 dvd  
Sahara [videorecording] / Paramount Pictures and Bristol Bay 
Productions present   in association with Baldwin Entertainment Group   a 
j.k. livin production   a Kanzaman production   produced by Howard 
Baldwin ... [et al.]   screenplay by Thomas Dean Donnelly ... [et al.]   
directed by Breck Eisner.
Hollywood, Calif. : Paramount DVD, 
c2005. 04/28/08 05/01/08 LIB-2054 04/28/08 B&T-S25309850 $9.42
o1211638
SH 685 H3775s 
2002 dvd  
Salmon country [videorecording] : [a trip back to the heyday of Atlantic 
salmon sport fishing in Downeast Maine].
Columbia Falls, Me. : Downeast 
Salmon Federation, [200-?]. 03/12/08 03/17/08 LIB-74020 03/13/08 NHF-00-3221 $19.95
o1203149
HS 3313 S3688 
2001 dvd  
Scout's honor [videorecording] / a film by Tom Shepard   produced in 
association with Independent Television Service.
[Hohokus, NJ : New Day Films], 
c2001. 10/24/07 11/05/07 LIB-74020 10/26/07 NDF-A7-1504 $258.00
o121570x
PN 1997 S43749 
2004 dvd  
Secret honor [videorecording] : a political myth / Sandcastle 5 
Productions, Inc. in cooperation with University of Michigan Department 
of Communication and the Los Angeles Actors Theatre   written by 
Donald Freed and Arnold M. Stone   produced and directed by Robert 
Altman.
[United States] : Criterion Collection 
: Janus Films, 2004. 04/23/08 05/01/08 LIB-2054 04/28/08 B&T-S25309850 $28.96
o1215863 PN dvd  Shop on Main Street [dvd] BTE, 2001 04/23/08 05/05/08 LIB-2054 04/29/08 B&T-S25309840 $21.71
o1212722
PN 1997 S56278 
2004 dvd  
Short cuts [videorecording] / Fine Line Features in association with 
Spelling Films International present a Cary Brokaw / Avenue Pictures 
productions   a Robert Altman film   screenplay by Robert Altman & Frank 
Barhydt   produced by Cary Brokaw   directed by Robert Altman.
Irvington, NY : Criterion Collection : 
New Line Home Video   Chicago, IL 
: Distributed by Home Vision 
Entertainment, 2004. 03/21/08 03/31/08 LIB-74020 03/24/08 B&T-S22070800 $28.96
o1172852
PN 1997 S56483 
2005 dvd  
Sin City [videorecording] / Dimension Films presents a Troublemaker 
Studios production   produced by Elizabeth Avellan, Frank Miller, Robert 
Rodriguez   based on the graphic novels of Frank MIller   directed by 
Frank Miller and Robert Rodriguez with special guest director Quentin 
Tarantino.
[United States] : Dimension Home 
Video   Burbank, Calif.  : Distributed 
by Buena Vista Home 
Entertainment, [2005] 01/19/06 10/30/07 LIB-74020 10/18/07 AMAZON-1520223 $10.99
o1212734
PN 1997 S56633 
2004 dvd  
Slacker [videorecording] / Detour Filmproduction   producer, writer, 
director, Richard Linklater.
[United States] : Criterion Collection 
: Home Vision Entertainment, 2004. 03/21/08 04/02/08 LIB-2054 03/24/08 B&T-S2207090 $28.96
o120032x
E 441 S53842 
2005 dvd  
Slavery and the making of America [videorecording] / Thirteen/WNET 
New York   series producer, DantÃ© J. James.
New York, N.Y. : Ambrose Video 
Pub., c2005. 09/14/07 09/26/07 LIB-74020 09/14/07 AMAZON-2390544 $71.99
o1217355
E 78.M2 S6646 
2004 dvd  
Song of the drum [videorecording] : the petroglyphs of Maine / filmed and 
edited by Ray P. Gerber   written by Mark H. Hedden   narrated by Wayne 
A. Newell.
Brunswick, Me. : Acadia 
Productions, c2004. 04/30/08 05/01/08 LIB-74020 04/30/08 NHF-003269 $31.13
o1215693 PN dvd  Stranger than paradise [dvd] BTE, 2007 04/23/08 05/05/08 LIB-2054 04/29/08 B&T-S25309840 $28.96
o1212746
PN 1997 S94485 
2006 dvd  
Sweetie [videorecording] / Janus Films   Arena Film presents   
screenplay, Gerard Lee and Jane Campion   producer, John Maynard   
director, Jane Campion.
Irvington, NY : Criterion Collection   
Chatsworth, CA : Distributed by 
Image Entertainment, [2006] 03/21/08 03/21/08 LIB-74020 03/24/08 B&T-S22070800 $28.96
o1214469
F 127.H8 S9564 
2006 dvd  
Swim for the River [videorecording] / written, directed, edited & produced 
by Tom Weidlinger   a Moira Productions film in association with Dateline 
Productions   Lillian Lincoln Foundation. Oley, PA : Bulfrog Films, c2006. 04/14/08 04/18/08 LIB-74020 04/14/08 BFFILMS-46356 $229.21
o1211596
ML 420.D458 
E4484 2005 dvd  The 11th hour [videorecording] / produced and directed by Grant James.
Oakland, CA : Hiero Imperium, 
c2005. 03/12/08 03/25/08 LIB-74020 03/12/08 amazon-3664249 $12.99
o1211602 GF 75 E4484 2008 dvd  
The 11th hour [videorecording] / Warner Independent Pictures, Appian 
Way, Tree Media Group   produced by Leonardo DiCaprio   directed by 
Leila Conners Petersen, Nadia Conners   written by Leila Conners 
Petersen, Nadia Conners   produced by Leila Conners Petersen, Chuck 
Castleberry, Brian Gerber.
[United States] : Warner Home 
Video, [2008]. 03/12/08 04/18/08 LIB-74020 03/12/08 AMAZON-7529860 $4.88
o1200434
HV 6432.5.Q2 
A47344 2006 dvd  
The Al-Qaeda files [videorecording] / a Frontline co-production with Rain 
Media ... [et al.]   produced/directed/written/reported by Martin Smith ... [et 
al.]   executive producers, David Fanning ... [et al.].
[Alexandria, Va.?] : PBS Home 
Video   Hollywood, Calif. : 
Distributed by Paramount Home 
Entertainment, c2006. 09/14/07 09/19/07 LIB-74020 09/14/07 AMAZON-2390544 $31.99
o1189906
HC 79.E5 E3644 
2005 dvd  
The Ecological footprint [videorecording] : accounting for a small planet / 
Bullfrog Films presents  a Northcutt production, produced in association 
with Global Footprint Network   writer, Mathis Wackernagel   director, 
Patsy Northcutt. Oley, PA : Bullfrog Films, [2005] 01/31/07 03/01/08 LIB-74020 02/16/07 BULLFROG-19822 $134.10
 2007-2008
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o1218001
HQ 35 E3833 
2005 dvd  
The Education of Shelby Knox [videorecording] : a documentary / POV   
itvs, Independent Television Service presents   by Marion Lipschutz & 
Rose Rosenblatt.
New York : Cine Qua Non   InCite 
Pictures, : [distributed by] Women 
Make Movies, [2005] 05/06/08 05/16/08 LIB-74020 05/06/08 WMM-A84910 $330.94
o1215711
PN 1997 E44564 
2000 dvd  
The Element of crime [videorecording] / Janus Films   Per Holst 
Filmproduction.
[Irvington, N.Y.?] : Criterion 
Collection, c2000. 04/23/08 05/01/08 LIB-2054 04/28/08 B&T-S25309850 $28.96
o1207866
D 521 G74384 
2006 dvd  
The Great war: the complete history of World War I [videorecording] / 
Green Umbrella   directed by Bruce Vigar.
Port Washington, NY : Koch Vision, 
2006. 01/30/08 02/12/08 LIB-74020 01/30/08 AMAZON-2865849 $26.99
o1207088
PN 1997 H58344 
2005 dvd  
The Hitchhiker's guide to the galaxy [videorecording] / Touchstone 
Pictures and Spyglass Entertainment present   an Everyman Pictures 
production   produced by Gary Barber ... [et al.]   screenplay by Douglas 
Adams and Karey Kirkpatrick   directed by Garth Jennings.
Burbank, CA : Touchstone Home 
Entertainment : Distributed by 
Buena Vista Home Entertainment, 
c2005. 01/24/08 02/01/08 LIB-74020 01/22/08 AMAZON-3222658 $9.99
o1216788
PN 1997 L5846 
2007 dvd  
The Lives of others [videorecording] = Das Leben der Anderen / A Sony 
Pictures Classic Release   a production by Wiedemann & Berg Film 
Produktions   in coproduction with Bayerischer Rundfunk, Arte, Creado 
Film   a film by Florian Henckel von Donnersmarck.
[MÃ¼nchen] : Wiedemann & Berg 
Filmproduktion   Culver City, CA : 
Distributed by Sony Pictures Home 
Entertainment, c2007. 04/25/08 05/01/08 LIB-2054 04/28/08 B&T-S25309850 $14.46
o1215814
PN 1997 L6644 
1998 dvd  
The Long Good Friday [videorecording] / Handmade Films   directed by 
John Mackenzie   produced by Barry Hanson.
[Irvington? NY] : Criterion Collection, 
1998. 04/23/08 05/23/08 LIB-2054 05/07/08 B&T-S26265990 $29.95
o1190891
PN 1997 Q4466 
2007 dvd  
The Queen [videorecording] / Miramax Films, PathÃ© Productions and 
Granada present in association with PathÃ©, Renn Production, BIM 
Distribuzione, France 3 Cinema and Canal+   a Granada production   a 
Stephen Frears film   directed by Stephen Frears   written by Peter 
Morgan   produced by Andy Harries, Christine Langan, Tracey Seaward.
[London] : Granada Screen Ltd. : 
Distributed by Buena Vista Home 
Entertainment, c2006, [2007] 02/07/07 08/21/07 LIB-74020 08/14/07 amazon-5552723 $18.99
o1212680
PN 1997 R635 
2001 dvd  
The Rock [videorecording] / Hollywood Pictures presents a Don Simpson 
and Jerry Bruckheimer production   a Michael Bay film.
[Burbank, CA] : Criterion Collection, 
c2001. 03/21/08 03/31/08 LIB-74020 03/24/08 B&T-S22070800 $28.99
o1214470
HD 9130.5 T6333 
2006 dvd  
The Tobacco conspiracy [videorecording] : a film / by Nadia Collot   a 
Kuiv Productions and National Film Board of Canada co-production   with 
the contribution of France 2   produced by Marie HÃ©lÃ¨ne Ranc, Joanne 
CarriÃ¨re   written and directed by Nadia Collot.
MontrÃ©al : National Film Board of 
Canada, c2006. 04/14/08 04/28/08 LIB-74020 04/14/08 NFB_CA-1400133 $201.75
o1207878
D 524.7.U6 W37 
2007 dvd  
The War [videorecording] / American Lives II Film Project, LLC.   a 
production of Florentine Films and WETA Washington D.C.   produced by 
Sarah Botstein   written by Geoffrey C. Ward   directed and produced by 
Ken Burns and Lynn Novick.
[United States] : PBS Home Video   
Hollywood, Calif. : Paramount Home 
Entertainment [distributor, 2007] 01/30/08 02/12/08 LIB-74020 01/30/08 AMAZON-2865849 $79.99
o1215875
PN 1997 T4858 
2007 dvd  
This sporting life [videorecording] / Janus Films   Granada International   
Rank Organisation   a Julian Wintle and Leslie Parkyn production   
produced by Karel Reisz   screenplay by David Storey   directed by 
Lindsay Anderson.
[Irvington, N.Y.] : Criterion 
Collection, [2007] 04/23/08 05/01/08 LIB-2054 04/28/08 B&T-S25309850 $28.96
o1215772
PN 1997 T56435 
1999 dvd  Time bandits [videorecording] / Handmade Film Partnership.
[United States] : Criterion Collection, 
c1999. 04/23/08 05/01/08 LIB-2054 04/28/08 B&T-S25309850 $28.96
o1216855
PN 1997 T48359 
2000 dvd  
Titan A.E. [videorecording] / Twentieth Century Fox   produced by David 
Kirschner, Gary Goldman, Don Bluth   directed by Don Bluth, Gary 
Goldman   screenplay, Ben Edlund, John August, Joss Whedon.
Bevery Hills, Calif. : Twentieth 
Century Fox Home Entertainment, 
c2000. 04/28/08 05/13/08 LIB-2054 05/07/08 B&T-S26265990 $7.24
o1212758
PN 1997 T73445 
2006 dvd  
Traffic [videorecording] / directed by Steven Soderbergh   screenplay by 
Stephen Gaghan   produced by Edward Zwick, Marshall Herskovitz, Laura 
Bickford   a Bedford Falls/Laura Bickford production   a USA Films 
presentation in association with Initial Entertainment Group.
[U.S.A.] : Criterion Collection, 2006, 
c2002. 03/21/08 03/21/08 LIB-74020 03/24/08 B&T-S22070800 $28.96
o1217409
WM 197 T9748 
1994 dvd  
Twitch and shout [videorecording] / Twitch and Shout Productions   
produced in association with Newton Television Foundation   produced 
and directed by Laurel Chiten.
Ho-Ho-Kus, NJ : New Day Films, 
c1994. 04/30/08 05/09/08 LIB-74020 04/30/08 NDF-A7-4856 $211.50
o1200525
PN 1997 V5337 
2005 dvd  
Vidas sÃªcas [videorecording] = Barren lives/ de Graciliano Ramos   
produced by Luiz Carlos Barreto, Herbert Richers, Dasilo Trelles   written 
and directed by Nelson Pereira dos Santos. New York : New Yorker Video, 2005. 09/24/07 10/05/07 LIB-74020 09/24/07 AMAZON-1924015 $26.99
o1215747 PN dvd  Videodrome [dvd] BTE, 2004 04/23/08 05/01/08 LIB-2054 04/28/08 B&T-S25309850 $28.96
o1217367
E 184.F8 W3556 
2003a dvd  
Waking up French, RÃ©veÃ-l [videorecording] : the repression and 
renaissance of the French in New England : a film / by Ben Levine. [S.l. : s.n., 2003?] 04/30/08 05/01/08 LIB-74020 04/30/08 NHF-003269 $31.13
o1203186
L 4704 W43836 
2006 dvd  
What does normal mean? [videorecording] / a film by Ben Daitz, Matt 
Sneddon, Dale Sonneberg   produced by Tijeras Films.
Cicero, NY : Program Development 
Associates, c2006. 10/25/07 11/05/07 LIB-74020 10/25/07 PDA-6423 $134.92
 2007-2008
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o1209577
PN 1997 W43784 
2006 dvd  
What's eating Gilbert Grape? [videorecording] / Paramount Pictures 
presents a Matalon Teper Ohlsson production, a Lasse HallstrÃ¶m film   
produced by Meir Teper, Bertil Ohlsson, David Matalon   screenplay by 
Peter Hedges   directed by Lasse HallstrÃ¶m.
Hollywood, Calif. : Paramount 
Pictures, [2006] 02/08/08 02/18/08 LIB-74020 02/08/08 B&T-S15949150 $14.49
o1215590 PN dvd  Withnail and I [dvd] IE, 2001 04/23/08 05/05/08 LIB-2054 04/29/08 B&T-S25309840 $21.71
o120788x
D 521 W67539 
2003 dvd  
World War I [videorecording] : the complete story / produced by CBS 
News. [S.l.] : CBS DVD, c2003. 01/30/08 02/12/00 LIB-74020 01/30/08 AMAZON-2865849 $30.99
o1203137
W 84 AA1 S56656 
2007 dvd  
Sicko [videorecording] / The Weinstein Company presents a Dog Eat Dog 
Films production   producer, Meghan O'Hara   written, produced and 
directed by Michael Moore.
[New York, N.Y.] : Weinstein 
Company : Distributred by Genius 
Products, c2007. 10/19/07 11/13/07 LIB-74020 10/19/07 AMAZON-5313025 $19.99
o1217343
PN 1997 E84836 
2000 vic  Evangeline [videorecording] / a Milestone Film.
New York, N.Y. : Milestone Film & 
Video, 2000. 04/30/08 05/01/08 LIB-74020 04/30/08 NHF-003269 $31.13
o121729x
D 804.3 M3564 
1994 vic  
Maine survivors remember the holocaust [videorecording] / Holocaust 
Human Rights Center of Maine.
[Bangor (Me.)] : Maine Public 
Television, c1994. 04/29/08 05/01/08 LIB-74020 04/30/08 NHF-003269 $25.93
o1207933
QE 862.S3 T7494 
1991 vic  
T. rex exposed [videorecording] / an MDTV production in association with 
WGBH, Boston for Nova.
South Burlington, Vt. : WGBH 
Boston Video, c1991. 02/01/08 02/08/08 LIB-74020 01/30/08 AZNMP-3731746 $11.96
o1214408 WA vic  Teaching people with developmental disabilities [vhs] USA, 1988 04/14/08 04/18/08 LIB-74020 04/14/08 PDA-6992 $604.95
o1207945
QE 862.P7 C3746 
1991 vic  
The Case of the flying dinosaur [videorecording] / written, produced and 
edited by Mark J. Davis   an MDTV production in association with WGBH 
Boston for Nova.
South Burlington, VT : WGBH 
Boston Video, c1991. 02/01/08 02/08/08 LIB-74020 01/30/08 AZNMP-8511718 $23.93
o120791x
QE 861.4 D56677 
1994 vic  
The Dinosaurs! [videorecording] / WHYY   producer, director and writer, 
Kathy White   series producer, Robin Bates.
[Alexandria, Va.] : PBS Home Video   
Atlanta : [Distributed by] Turner 
Home Entertainment, c1994. 01/30/08 02/07/08 LIB-74020 01/30/08 AZNMP-3655761 $12.96
o1207957
QE 861.4 D56677 
1994 vic  
The Dinosaurs! [videorecording] / WHYY   producer, director and writer, 
Kathy White   series producer, Robin Bates.
[Alexandria, Va.] : PBS Home Video   
Atlanta : [Distributed by] Turner 
Home Entertainment, c1994. 02/01/08 02/08/08 LIB-74020 01/30/08 AZNMP-0150931 $6.60
o1207969
QE 861.4 D56677 
1994 vic  
The Dinosaurs! [videorecording] / WHYY   producer, director and writer, 
Kathy White   series producer, Robin Bates.
[Alexandria, Va.] : PBS Home Video   
Atlanta : [Distributed by] Turner 
Home Entertainment, c1994. 02/01/08 02/07/08 LIB-74020 01/30/08 AZNMP-0150931 $6.22
o1207970
QE 861.4 D56677 
1994 vic  
The Dinosaurs! [videorecording] / WHYY   producer, director and writer, 
Kathy White   series producer, Robin Bates.
[Alexandria, Va.] : PBS Home Video   
Atlanta : [Distributed by] Turner 
Home Entertainment, c1994. 02/01/08 02/07/08 LIB-74020 01/30/08 AZNMP-0150931 $0.35
o1197381
WO 300 A24483 
2006 wdvd 
Advanced applications in ultrasound-guided regional anesthesia 
[videorecording] / presented by Brian Sites  Gulfcoast Ultrasound 
Institute, Inc.
St. Pete Beach, FL : Gulfcoast 
Ultrasound Institute, 2006. 05/31/07 06/06/07 LIB-74020 06/01/07 GULFCOAST-26505 $100.90
o1203915
WB 880 A46676 
2004 wdvd 
Alternative medicine [videorecording] / Science Channel   Discovery 
Communications, Inc.   writers, Michael Dolan, Tim Dilworth.
Princeton, NJ : Films for the 
Humanities & Sciences, c2004. 11/15/07 11/27/07 LIB-2039 11/15/07 FFH-1514872 $138.53
o1203873
WE 103 A53566 
2006 wdvd 
Anatomy of movement [videorecording] / Firefly in association with 
Channel 4.
Princeton, NJ : Films for the 
Humanities & Sciences, 2006. 11/15/07 11/27/07 LIB-2039 11/15/07 FFH-1514872 $160.45
o1215735
PN 1997 A5384 
1999 wdvd 
And the ship sails on [videorecording] = E la nave va / RAI 
Radiotelevisione Italiana, Vides Produzione, Gaumont-Films A2   
soggetto e sceneggiatura, Federico Fellini, Tonino Guerra   prodotto da 
Franco Cristaldi   [regia di] Federico Fellini. [S.l.] : Criterion Collection, c1999. 04/23/08 05/01/08 LIB-2054 04/28/08 B&T-S25309850 $21.71
o1205286
QV 736 B59239 
2006 wdvd 
Big bucks, big pharma [videorecording] : marketing disease & pushing 
drugs / Media Education Foundation   producer, Ronit Ridberg   written by 
Ronit Ridberg ... [et al.].
Northampton, MA : Media Education 
Foundation, [2006]. 12/06/07 12/07/07 LIB-74020 12/06/07 MEF-SI-37117 $256.30
o1197575 BF wdvd Cameron's arc : creating a full life [dvd] AAP, 2007 04/20/07 06/14/07 LIB-74020 06/01/07 AAP-1-000776127 $73.95
o1207854
WL 346 C6415 
2007 wdvd 
Clinical kinesiology applied to persons with quadriplegia [videorecording] / 
created and written by Donald A. Neumann and Michelle Lanouette.
Milwaukee, WI: Marquette 
University, 2007. 01/30/08 02/15/08 LIB-74020 01/30/08 MARQUETTE U $68.00
o1207362
WM 420 C75856 
2004 wdvd 
Constructivist therapy [videorecording] / [presented by] American 
Psychological Association   a production of Communications Services, 
Governors State University   producer, Yevette Brown   
producer/director/editor, Jon M. Tullos.
Washington, D.C. : American 
Psychological Association, c2004. 01/04/08 01/28/08 LIB-74020 01/23/08 APA-28102674-00 $119.95
o1217276
F 29.P9 E9747 
2003 wdvd 
Experience Portland past [videorecording] : journey through 400 years ... 
the inspiring history of Portland, Maine / producer, Angie Helton   written 
by Joel W. Eastman.
[Portland, Me.] : IndyMaine, Inc., 
c2003. 04/29/08 05/01/08 LIB-74020 04/30/08 NHF-003269 $20.74
 2007-2008
DVD VHS
ACQUISITIONS
o1211699 H 62 E9656 2006 wdvd 
Exploring qualitative methods [videorecording] / script by Helen Staveley-
Taylor   directed by Helen Staveley-Taylor   produced by Uniview 
Worldwide Ltd.
Lawrenceville, NJ : Cambridge 
Educational, [2006] 03/12/08 03/24/08 LIB-74020 03/14/08 FFH-568972 $96.25
o1216727
PN 1997 F35565 
1999 wdvd 
Falling down [videorecording] / Warner Bros. in association with Le Studio 
Canal+, Regency Enterprises and Alcor Films   produced by Arnold 
Kopelson and Herschel Weingrod and Timothy Harris   written by Ebbe 
Roe Smith   directed by Joel Schumacher.
Burbank, CA : Warner Home Video, 
1999. 04/25/08 05/05/08 LIB-2054 04/29/08 B&T-S25309840 $9.40
o1215851
PN 1997 F5787 
2006 wdvd 
Fists in the pocket [videorecording] = I pugni in tasca / una produzione 
Doria Cinematografica S.R.L.   organizzatore generale, Enzo Doria   
scritto e diretto da Marco Bellocchio.
[Irvington, N.Y.] : Criterion 
Collection, c2006. 04/23/08 05/01/08 LIB-2054 04/28/08 B&T-S25309850 $21.71
o1218013
HQ 77.9 G5755 
2007 wdvd 
Girl inside [videorecording] / a film by Maya Gallus   produced by Justine 
Pimlott and Maya Gallus.
N.Y. : Women Make Movies 
Release, 2007. 05/06/08 05/16/08 LIB-74020 05/06/08 WMM-A8-4907 $295.00
o1209553
PN 1997 I13673 
2002 wdvd 
I am Sam [videorecording] / New Line Cinema presents a Bedford Falls 
company, Red Fish Blue Fish films production   produced by Jessie 
Nelson, Richard Solomon, Marshall Herskovitz, Edward Zwick   written by 
Kristine Johnson & Jessie Nelson   directed by Jessie Nelson.
[Calif.?] : New Line Home 
Entertainment, [2002] 02/08/08 02/18/08 LIB-74020 02/08/08 B&T-S15949150 $10.85
o1201876
HG 3756.U6 I5343 
2007 wdvd 
In debt we trust [videorecording] : America before the bubble bursts / 
Altacliff Films presents a Globalvision film   a Danny Shechter dissection.
New York : Globalvision inc. : 
Disinformation Company, c2007. 10/16/07 10/31/07 LIB-74020 10/08/07 AMAZON-1693210 $14.99
o1211687 H 62 I54474 2006 wdvd 
Inferential stats [videorecording] / script by Helen Staveley-Taylor   
directed by Helen Staveley-Taylor   produced by Uniview Worldwide Ltd.
Lawrenceville, NJ : Cambridge 
Educational, [2006] 03/12/08 05/24/08 LIB-74020 03/14/08 FFH-568972 $96.25
o1211663 H 62 I58763 2006 wdvd 
Introduction to designing experiments [videorecording] / script by Helen 
Staveley-Taylor   directed by Helen Staveley-Taylor   produced by 
Uniview Worldwide Ltd.
Lawrenceville, NJ : Cambridge 
Educational, [2006] 03/12/08 03/24/08 LIB-74020 03/14/08 FFH-568972 $96.25
o1217422
HQ 1154 J8358 
2006 wdvd 
Judith Butler [videorecording] : philosophical encounters of the third kind / 
[presented by] ARTE France & AssociÃ©s   a film by Paule Zajdermann   
produced by Anne-FranÃ§oise de Buzareingues.
Brooklyn, NY : First Run/Icarus 
Films, c2006. 04/30/08 05/06/08 LIB-74020 04/30/08 ICARUS-A8-2067 $354.00
o1216764
PN 1997 K5834 
2004 wdvd 
Kitchen stories [videorecording] =Salmer fra KjÃ¸kkenet / IFC Films 
presents a film by Bent Hamer   financed with the support of the 
Norwegian Film Fund, the Swedish Film Institute, and Nordic Film & TV 
Fund   producer, Bent Hamer   co-producer, JÃ¶rgen Bergmark   director 
of photography, Philip Ã˜gaard   lighting designer, Knut Haraldsen   sound 
designer, Morten Solum   production designer, Billy Johansson   costume 
designer, Karen Fabritius Gram   editor, PÃ¥l Gengenbach   composer, 
Hans Mathisen   screenplay by Bent Hamer in co-operation with JÃ¶rgen 
Bergmark   director, Bent Hamer.
[United States] : MGM Home 
Entertainment, 2004. 04/25/08 05/01/08 LIB-2059 04/28/08 B&T-S25309850 $10.86
o1217458
QZ 201 L6958 
2004 wdvd 
Liberty [videorecording] : 3 stories about life & death / New Day Films   
producer/director/editor, Pam Walton.
Harriman, NY : New Day Films, 
c2004. 04/14/08 04/18/08 LIB-74020 04/10/08 NDF-A7-4512 $208.00
o1216806
PN 1997 M55557 
2005 wdvd 
Millions [videorecording] / Fox Searchlight Pictures and PathÃ© Pictures 
present in association with the UK Film Council and BBC Films, a Mission 
Pictures production, produced in association with Inside Track   produced 
by Andrew Hauptman, Graham Broadbent, Damian Jones   written by 
Frank Cottrell Boyce   directed by Danny Boyle.
Beverly Hills, CA : 20th Century Fox 
Home Entertainment, 2005. 04/28/08 05/01/08 LIB-2054 04/28/08 B&T-S25309850 $14.49
o1217264 F 25 M6347 2004 wdvd 
Modern times in Maine and America [videorecording] : 1890-1930 / a 
presentation of the Maine Humanities Council.
Bucksport, ME : Northeast Historic 
Film, [ 2004?] 04/29/08 05/01/08 LIB-74020 04/30/08 NHF-003269 $25.93
o1216818
PN 1997 M6554 
2008 wdvd 
MoliÃ¨re [videorecording] / a Sony Pictures Classics release, FidÃ©litÃ© 
presents in association with Virtual Films and Wild Bunch in co-
production with France 3 CinÃ©ma and France 2 CinÃ©ma with the 
participation of Canal+ and TPS Star   produced by Olivier Delbosc  and 
Marc Missonnier   screenplay by Laurent Tirard and GrÃ©goire Vigneron 
with Fanny Vallette and Jean-Claude Jay   director, Laurent Tirard.
Culver City, Calif. : Sony Pictures 
Home Entertainment, [2008] 04/28/08 05/01/08 LIB-2054 04/28/08 B&T-S25309850 $21.71
o1215619
PN 1997 M6635 
2001 wdvd 
Mona Lisa [videorecording] / Hand Made Films presents   a Palace 
production of a Neil Jordan film   screenplay by Neil Jordan and David 
Leland   produced by Patrick Cassavetti & Stephen Woolley   directed by 
Neil Jordan.
[Irvington, NY?] : Criterion 
Collection, c2001. 04/23/08 05/07/08 LIB-2054 04/30/08 B&T-H32764760 $39.95
 2007-2008
DVD VHS
ACQUISITIONS
o1203903
WC 250 M9397 
2006 wdvd 
MRSA-methicillin resistant Staphylococcus aureus [videorecording] / BBC 
Education & Training   produced by BBC   Rockhopper TV   director, Anya 
Sitaram.
Princeton, NJ: Films for the 
Humanities & Sciences, 2006. 11/15/07 11/27/07 LIB-2039 11/15/07 FFH-1514872 $139.05
o1202881
PN 1997 M86534 
2006 wdvd 
Munich [videorecording] / directed by Steven Spielberg   screenplay by 
Tony Kushner and Eric Roth   produced by Kathleen Kennedy ... [et al.]   
a Universal Pictures and Dreamworks Pictures presentation   an Amblin 
Entertainment-Kennedy/Marshall-Barry Mendel production   in association 
with Alliance Atlantis Communications.
Universal City, CA : Universal 
Studios Home Entertainment, 
c2006. 10/18/07 10/30/07 LIB-74020 10/18/07 AMAZON-1520223 $10.49
o1211651
HV 3013.S658 
O5376 2005 wdvd 
On a roll [videorecording] : family, disability & the American dream / a 
Joanne Caputo film.
[Sherborn, MA] : Aquarius Health 
Care Media   Cicero, NY : distributed 
by Program Development 
Associates, 2005. 03/12/08 03/17/08 LIB-74020 03/13/08 PDA-32984A $158.95
o1211675 H 62 O7436 2006 wdvd 
Organizing quantitative data [videorecording] / script by Helen Staveley-
Taylor   directed by Helen Staveley-Taylor   produced by Uniview 
Worldwide Ltd.
Lawrenceville, NJ : Cambridge 
Educational, [2006] 03/12/08 03/24/08 LIB-74020 03/14/08 FFH-568972 $96.24
o1214457
GF 75 R23533 
2005 wdvd Radically simple [videorecording]  / a film by Jan Cannon. Oley, Pa. : Bullfrog films, 2005. 04/14/08 04/18/08 LIB-74020 04/14/08 BFFILMS-46356 $206.29
o1217331
PS 3525.I495 
Z9346 2004 wdvd 
Renascence [videorecording] : Edna St. Vincent Millay, poet / Cyclops 
Video Production.
Princeton, N.J. : Films for the 
Humanities & Sciences, p2004, 
c1993. 04/30/08 05/01/08 LIB-74020 04/30/08 NHF-003269 $20.74
o1212710
PN 1997 S35966 
2003 wdvd 
Schizopolis [videorecording] / Wellspring Media   directed and written by 
Steven Soderbergh   produced by John Hardy.
[United States] : Criterion Collection, 
c2003. 03/21/08 03/31/08 LIB-74020 03/24/08 B&T-S22070800 $28.96
o1200598
QV 736 S46754 
2004 wdvd 
Selling sickness [videorecording] / [presented by] Film Finance 
Corporation Australia   a Paradigm Pictures production   director, 
Catherine Scott   producer, Pat Fiske   concept, research, and writing, 
Ray Moynihan, Catherine Scott.
Brooklyn, NY : First Run/Icarus 
Films [distributor], c2004. 09/26/07 10/02/07 LIB-74020 09/27/07 FR/IF-A7-3813 $400.00
o1209565
PN 1997 S56476 
1999 wdvd 
Simon Birch [videorecording] / Hollywood Pictures presents, in 
association with Caravan Pictures, a Roger Birnbaum/Laurence Mark 
production   a Mark Steven Johnson film   [produced by Laurence Mark 
and Roger Birnbaum   written for the screen and directed by Mark Steven 
Johnson].
[S.l.] : Hollywood Pictures Home 
Video   Burbank, CA : Distributed by 
Buena Vista Home Entertainment, 
[1999?] 02/08/08 02/18/08 LIB-74020 02/08/08 B&T-S15949150 $7.24
o120709x
WL 355 S92114 
2007 wdvd 
StrokeHelp : treatment strategies in the acute care of stroke survivors 
[videorecording] / with Jan Davis   writer & narrator, Jan Davis   
producers, Jane Champion, Jan Davis.
Port Townsend, WA : International 
Clinical Educators, Inc., c2007. 01/24/08 01/31/08 LIB-74020 01/24/08 ICE,INC.-05415 $390.00
o1203885
WC 250 S95947 
2006 wdvd Super staph [videorecording]: invincible bacteria?
Princeton, NJ : Films for the 
Humanities & Sciences, c2006. 11/15/07 11/27/07 LIB-2039 11/15/07 FFH-1514872 $139.05
o1200987
WA 540 DC9 
S9776 2007 wdvd 
Swimming against the tide [videorecording] / a Eureka Film Production  
produced and directed by Tom Fawthrop.
Thailand : Living Films 
Entertainment, c2007. 10/04/07 02/28/08 LIB-74020 02/25/08 EUREKA-DVD $33.00
o1217434
WU 80 T2588 
2007 wdvd Teeth [videorecording] / produced and directed by Alice Arnold.
Brooklyn, NY : First Run/Icarus 
Films, c2007. 04/30/08 05/02/08 LIB-74020 04/30/08 ICARUS-043008 $231.00
o1212497
CT 275.B4354 
B4354 2006 wdvd 
The Beales of Grey Gardens [videorecording] / produced by Tanja 
Meding   directed by Albert Maysles, David Maysles.
[Irvington, NY] : Criterion Collection   
[Chatsworth, CA : Distributed by 
Image Entertainment], c2006. 03/21/08 03/31/08 LIB-74020 03/24/08 B&T-S22070800 $14.46
o1202911
E 184.A1 C6654 
2004 wdvd The Complete blue eyed [videorecording] / with Jane Elliott.
[Gahanna, OH] : TrainingABC, 
c2004. 10/21/07 10/26/07 LIB-74020 10/22/07 T/ABC-11275 $307.00
o1203897
WO 162 C9915 
2004 wdvd 
The Cutting edge [videorecording] : innovative surgical methods / a 
presentation of Films for the Humanities & Sciences.
Princeton, N.J. : Films for the 
Humanities & Sciences, c2004. 11/15/07 11/27/07 LIB-2039 11/15/07 FFH-1514872 $139.05
o1211614
PN 1997 D58564 
2008 wdvd 
The Diving bell and the butterfly [videorecording] / = Le scaphandre et le 
papillon / PathÃ© Renn Productions in co-production with France 3 
CinÃ©ma in association with Kennedy/Marshall Company and Banque 
Populaire Images 7 with the participation of Canal+ and CinÃ© 
CinÃ©mas   produced by Kathleen Kennedy, Jon Kilik   screenplay by 
Ronald Harwood   directed by Julian Schnabel.
Burbank, CA : Touchstone Home 
Entertainment, [2008] 03/12/08 05/02/08 LIB-74020 03/12/08 AMAZON-7529860 $18.99
o1216752
PN 1997 J4755 
2005 wdvd 
The Jerk [videorecording] / Universal pictures presents an Aspen Film 
Society   William E. McEuen - David V. Packer production   a Carl Reiner 
film. Universal City, CA : Universal, 2005. 04/25/08 05/01/08 LIB-2054 04/28/08 B&T-S25309850 $10.86
o1212692
PN 1997 R6935 
2002 wdvd 
The Royal Tenenbaums [videorecording] / Touchstone Pictures presents 
an American Empirical Picture   producers, Wes Anderson, Barry Mendel, 
Scott Rudin   writers, Wes Anderson, Owen Wilson   director, Wes 
Anderson.
Burbank, CA : Touchstone Home 
Video : Distributed by Buena Vista 
Home Entertainment, 2002, c2001. 03/21/08 04/08/08 LIB-2054 04/01/08 B&T-H30736220 $14.49
 2007-2008
DVD VHS
ACQUISITIONS
o1200537
WL 300 S44648 
2004 wdvd 
The Secret life of the brain [videorecording] / David Grubin Productions in 
association with Thirteen/WNET New York   Written, produced and 
directed by David Grubin.
[Alexandria, VA] : PBS Home Video, 
2004, c2001. 09/24/07 09/27/07 LIB-74020 09/24/07 PBS-8878243324 $71.23
o1213064
PN 1992.77 S566 
2002 wdvd 
The Simpsons [videorecording] : the complete second season / Gracie 
Films   Twentieth Century Fox Film Corporation.
[Beverly Hills, CA] : Twentieth 
Century Fox Home Entertainment, 
c2002. 03/19/08 03/31/08 LIB-74020 03/19/08 AMAZON-6005823 $29.99
o1215838
PN 1997 T8664 
2007 wdvd 
The two of us [videorecording] = Le vieil homme et l'enfant / Janus Films   
PathÃ©!   Renn Production/Pac-Valoria Films   AndrÃ© Hunebelle 
presents a film by Claude Berri   a Rialto Pictures release   director, 
Claude Berri   screenplay, Claude Berri, GÃ©rard Brach, with the 
collaboration of Michel Rivelin   producers, AndrÃ© Hunebelle, Paul 
CadÃ©ac.
[Irvington, N.Y.] : Criterion 
Collection, 2007. 04/23/08 05/01/08 LIB-2054 04/28/08 B&T-S25309850 $28.96
o1217999
HQ 1767 W6646 
2006 wdvd The Women's kingdom [videorecording] / by Xiali Zhou.
New York : Women Make Movies, 
2006. 05/06/08 05/20/08 LIB-74020 05/06/08 WMM-A8-4905 $198.20
o1213544
WM 203.5 T63339 
2007 wdvd 
Today's man [videorecording] : adventures of a young man with Asperger 
syndrome / a film by Lizzie Gottlieb   directed by Lizzie Gottlieb   
producers, Mitchell Lemsky, Michael Young, Lizzie Gottlieb   Younglove 
Productions.
New York, NY : Filmakers Library, 
2007. 04/04/08 04/08/08 LIB-74020 05/30/08 FL-A8-1923 $295.00
o1217392
WL 390 T9748 
2006 wdvd 
Twisted [videorecording] / directed, produced, and written by Laurel 
Chiten   produced in association with The Center for Independent 
Documentary   produced by Blind Dog Films for the Independent 
Television Service (ITVS)   with major funding provided for the 
Corporation for Public Broadcasting.
[Santa Fe, N.M.] : Blind Dog Films, 
c2006. 04/30/08 05/09/08 LIB-74020 04/30/08 NDF-A7-4855 $233.10
o1197368
WO 300 U4775 
2005 wdvd 
Ultrasound-guided regional anesthesia for the lower extremities 
[videorecording] / presented by Brian D. Stiles    Gulfcoast Ultrasound 
Institute.
St. Pete Beach, FL : Gulfcoast 
Ultrasound Institute, c2005. 05/31/07 06/06/07 LIB-74020 06/01/07 GULFCOAST-26505 $100.91
o119737x
WO 300 U4778 
2005 wdvd 
Ultrasound-guided regional anesthesia for the upper extremities 
[videorecording] / presented by Brian D. Sites   Gulfcoast Ultrasound 
Institute, Inc.
St. Pete Beach, FL : Gulfcoast 
Ultrasound Institute, 2005. 05/31/07 06/06/07 06/01/07 GULFCOAST-26505 $100.91
o1215681
PN 1997 U5348 
2007 wdvd 
Under the volcano [videorecording] / Janus Films   Ithaca Enterprises   a 
film by John Huston   directed by John Huston   producers, Wieland 
Schulz-Keil and Moritz Borman   screenwriter, Guy Gallo.
[United States] : Criterion Collection, 
2007. 04/23/08 05/01/08 LIB-2054 04/28/08 B&T-S25309850 $28.96
o1207350
WM 28 AN6  
W7399 2002 wdvd 
Unforgotten [videorecording] : twenty-five years after Willowbrook / City 
Lights International presents in association with Augustine Associates a 
film by Danny Fisher and Jack Fisher.
New York : City Lights Home Video, 
c2002. 01/04/08 01/28/08 LIB-74020 01/24/08 PDA-32518a $108.95
o1211705
WA 31 U5863 
2008 wdvd 
Unnatural causes [videorecording] : is inequality making us sick? / 
produced by California Newsreel in association with Vital Pictures.
[San Francisco, Calif.] : California 
Newsreel, c2008. 03/12/08 04/02/08 LIB-74020 03/14/08 CALIFNR-46342 $301.00
o1207817
WB 320 W56153 
2003 wdvd Wheelchair mobility with Charlie Croteau / [videorecording].
Worcester, MA : Park Press 
Publishers, 2003. 01/30/08 02/01/08 LIB-74020 01/31/08 PKPRNT-38633 $99.00
o1207829
WB 320 W56153 
2003 wdvd Wheelchair mobility with Charlie Croteau / [videorecording].
Worcester, MA : Park Press 
Publishers, 2003. 01/30/08 02/01/08 LIB-74020 01/31/08 PKPRNT-38633 $35.00
o1206874
W 84 AA1 W9273 
2003 wdvd 
Worlds apart [videorecording] : a four-part series on cross-cultural 
healthcare / Fanlight Productions.
Boston, Mass. : Fanlight 
Productions, c2003. 01/11/08 01/16/08 LIB-74020 01/14/08 FANLIGHT-A80081 $414.00
o121276x
PN 1997 Y5955 
2006 wdvd Yi yi [videorecording] = A one and a two / a film by Edward Yang. [S.l.] : Criterion, 2006, c1999. 03/21/08 03/31/08 LIB-74020 03/24/08 B&T-S22070800 $28.96
o1217963
HQ 767.5 .U5 
I4333 2005 wdvd
I had an abortion [dvd] : a film by Gillian Aldrich and Jennifer 
Baumgardner.
New York, NY : Distributed by 
Women Make Movies, 2005. 05/06/08 05/16/08 LIB-74020 05/06/08 WMM-A8-4907 $99.00
TOTALS 189 (dvds=180; vhs=9) 189 $15,765.60
average price= $83.42
